







Citizenship appears to be one of the new buzz words, not just in education, but covering many aspects of our lives.  Typing the word ‘citizenship’ into the Google search engine, for example, results in over 1.7 million pages being returned.  Within the context of education, it is now a compulsory element in the English education system up to the GCSE level.  Thereafter, it is an option, and the AQA Examination Board are introducing a full new ‘A’ level in the subject area from 2010, with the new A/S component starting from 2009.  Further, citizenship is also taught at the tertiary level, with Surrey University offering a degree in the subject area.  Added to this, any non-British nationals have to sit a citizenship test as part of the process in obtaining UK citizenship.  Then there are the citizenship ceremonies, where foreign nationals receive awards for passing their British citizenship exams.  Thus citizenship is a key element in our education system and beyond.

The problem is, how, if at all, can citizenship be ‘taught’?  What is included in a citizenship syllabus?  How does that which is taught in schools and colleges differ to that which is taught to immigrants seeking UK citizenship?  There is a feeling that the whole concept of teaching citizenship is fundamentally flawed – and that is even before any thought goes into the assessment procedures.  Despite this, the government appears willing to pump money into the teaching of citizenship at the primary and secondary level.  

What is citizenship?
One of the problems in teaching a wide ranging subject such as citizenship is finding a coherent definition.  The problem with citizenship is that there is no such definition.  Greenwood and Robins (2002, p.507) described the concept as “ill-defined and politically malleable”.  In Citizenship Matters 2008, a university professor, an exams manager in a college of further education, and a small businessman each offer their ideas on what is involved in the concept of citizenship.  While this sample is clearly not representative, and is woefully insufficient in which to draw any statistically relevant data, the responses indicate the degree to which citizenship is a slippery concept.  There is a degree of agreement among the respondents in that it is about ‘respect’.  This immediately raises the question of ‘respect of what?’  Within the responses, the ‘respect’ refers to other peoples’ opinions, values and beliefs.  Added to this, citizenship is also seen as being about rights and freedoms.  While this is very interesting in finding out what people think citizenship is, it still leaves the feeling that it is a rather fuzzy, vague concept.

A similar question was asked on the Politics Pal blog in October 2007.  Readers of the blog were asked what citizenship meant to them.  Again, the sample is small, and of no statistical relevance.  The opinions, though, highlight the extent to which people are unsure of what the concept means.  Respondents highlighted national identity, rights and responsibilities, and the ideas of being a good neighbour or member of the local community.  As with the respondents in Citizenship Matters 2008, there is a degree of vagueness with regard to what is meant by the concept of citizenship.  Some of it is confused with nationality, although it could be argued that citizenship and nationality go hand-in-hand.  Such concerns are not new.  “[C]itizenship is a contested concept, where different spheres ground the idea of equality of status differently and where different facets of citizenship are prioritised over others” (Lister, 2007, p.474).

Other academic tomes present similar problems when it comes to defining the concept citizenship.  Below are a range of alternative definitions:

“the state of being or of having the rights and duties of a citizen” (Dunbar, 2000, p.3).

“membership, determined by factors such as place of birth, parentage or naturalisation, of a political community (generally a nation-state), in virtue of which one has legally defined rights and duties, significant identity and (on some accounts) moral responsibility to participate in public affairs” (Dower, 2003, p. xi). 

“This defines the relationship of the individual not to another individual… or a group… but essentially to the idea of the state.  The civic identity is enshrined in the rights conveyed by the state and the duties performed by the individual citizens, who are all autonomous persons, equal in status.  Good citizens are those who have an allegiance to the state and have a sense of responsibility in discharging their duties” (Heater, 2004, p.2).

While each of these definitions contribute valuable perspectives to the debate on what is citizenship, they can also be questioned – if not torn apart – by political scientists, sociologists, or members of any other academic discipline.  They could also be criticised over issues of gender, ethnicity, etc.  At best, therefore, they give a subjective perspective on what might be included under the concept of citizenship.

The complexity on these different approaches to citizenship is heightened by other academic disciplines having their interpretations of the concept.  A good example of this is David Lambert and Paul Machon (eds.); Citizenship through Secondary Geography (Routledge, 2001).  The range of chapters in this text highlights the importance of geography in the understanding of citizenship.  There is even criticism that, in the past, historical perspectives of citizenship have been perceived as being far more important than other approaches, such as geography (Lambert and Machon, 2001, p.1).

Yet, on the one hand, such debate over defining a concept leaves plenty of room for academic study.  The problem is that, in the UK at least, the government wishes to encourage active citizenship.  Thus, it is not simply the study of the subject area, but also the application of these studies.  How do we know what citizenship is?  Or worse, what is a good citizen, and, worse still, how is ‘good citizenship’ taught?  To complicate matters still further, the reasons for introducing and promoting active citizenship were in response to a wide range of problems that had been identified by the new Labour Government of 1997, and the extent to which they may be linked to citizenship can be debated.  “These perceived problems included concerns about a ‘democratic deficit’ and low voter turnout and, in particular, about civil and political disengagement and cynicism among young people, as well as youth alienation and petty crime” (Kisby, 2007, p.94).

The Education Secretary of the 1997 Labour Government, David Blunkett, asked Bernard Crick to chair a departmental advisory committee on Citizenship.  Crick had been to the fore in the debate on Citizenship for many years.  Just as importantly, he had also been Blunkett’s tutor at university.  Thus Blunkett was fully aware of Crick’s expertise.  The resulting report, known as the Crick Report on Citizenship Education, but more accurately entitled Education for Citizenship and the teaching of democracy in schools, was published in 1998.  One of the main consequences of this report was the inclusion of Citizenship in the national curriculum from 2002.  For further information, see Smith (2002) and Crick (2002).

An indication of what is understood by the concept “citizenship” can be seen in the curriculum.  The different exam boards in the UK (including AQA, Edexcel, and OCR) have all included their syllabuses on their web pages, although it is often hidden under Life Skills or PSE (Personal Social Education) – the teaching issues will be examined later in this article.  Both Edexcel and OCR offer a GCSE in Citizenship Studies, while AQA offers a GCSE and an A/S level in Citizenship.  As noted earlier, AQA will be offering an A2 in Citizenship Studies from 2010, with a new A/S being offered from 2009.

The content gives a clear indication of how the concept is understood.  All of the GCSEs follow a standard breakdown of sociological, legal and political aspects of citizenship.  When examining the current AQA A/S qualification, the same breakdown is there.

With the introduction of the new A2 paper in Citizenship, the Qualification and Curriculum Authority (QCA) instructed that the syllabus needed to be narrowed.  As a result, the overt sociological aspects of the study of citizenship have been removed.  Instead, the political, social and legal perspectives on citizenship are being integrated.  The problem is that the political and legal aspects of citizenship are still clearly visible; the same does not apply to the sociological aspects.  This is demonstrated in Table 1.  While concerns were raised about the downgrading of the sociological perspectives on citizenship, the decision appeared to be forced through by the QCA.

Table 1: Unit titles of AQA provision for A/S and A2 Citizenship
Level	Current Units	Units from 2009 and 2010*
A/S	1 – The Citizen and the State2 – The Citizen and the Political Process3 – The Citizen, Society and Community	1 – Identity, Rights and Responsibilities2 – Democracy, Active Citizenship and Participation
A2	No provision	3 – Power and Justice4 – Global Issues and Making a Difference

* Throughout all four units there will also be Active Citizenship Participation.

The current A/S provision, following on from that of the GCSE, has a designated unit on the legal aspects of citizenship, and the political, and the sociological.  While this divide may seem somewhat artificial, as well as giving rise to overlap of material, it did enable students to appreciate the range of different approaches to citizenship that existed (although, as noted earlier, other academic disciplines could also have been included).  Thus the concept ‘citizenship’ could be defined and applied differently for each of the units in the syllabus.  In this respect, the rather wide ranging definitions (presented earlier in this article) may actually be of far greater use than originally perceived.

The new format, under the guidance of the QCA, has modelled the citizenship syllabus on the system in the United States, which is very clearly a politico-legal approach to the subject.  Arguably, it could become very mechanistic; although the hope is that the active citizenship aspects will counter such concerns (these will be examined later).  Lister (2005, p.472) has pointed out a similar concern:
“citizenship rights are viewed in isolation from each other.  Social citizenship is a key theme in comparative welfare state literature, but is too infrequently related to political and civil elements of citizenship.  Equally, research on political citizenship is isolated from social and civil elements.”

Clearly, what existed before the restructuring of Citizenship examined all three aspects in isolation.  The new structure subsumes the social aspects of citizenship in the political and legal.  The divergence can be seen in Tables 2 and 3.

Table 2: Subject Content of AQA A/S Social Science: Citizenship (2008)
Unit 1 – The Citizen and the State	The Nature of CitizenshipCitizens’ Rights and DutiesThe Legal SystemThe Criminal Justice SystemWelfareThe Citizen’s Charter
Unit 2 – The Citizen and the Political Process	The Functions and Levels of GovernmentElected RepresentativesForms of Political ParticipationInfluencing Political Decision-MakingPolitical IdeologiesKnowledge of a Particular Campaign
Unit 3 – The Citizen, Society and Community	The Impact of SocialisationThe Role of the MediaDifferences in Life ChancesPoverty and InequalityGroup-Dynamics and Conflict ResolutionCommunity-based forms of Action
Derived from AQA handbook Social Science: Citizenship 5101, 2008 available at www.aqa.org.uk/qual/pdf/AQA-5101-W-SP-08.PDF (​http:​/​​/​www.aqa.org.uk​/​qual​/​pdf​/​AQA-5101-W-SP-08.PDF​)

Table 3: The Subject Content of the AQA A/S and A2 Citizenship Studies (2009 and 2010 respectively)
A/S Level (from 2009)	Unit 1 – Identity, Rights and Responsibilities	What does it mean to be British?Are we all equal citizens?What are my rights and responsibilities?How are my rights protected and supported?
	Unit 2 – Democracy, Active Citizenship and Participation	Who can make a difference?How can I make a difference?Active citizenship skills and participation
A2 Level (from 2010)	Unit 3 – Power and Justice	What is crime?What is justice?Who speaks on our behalf?How is the UK governed?
	Unit 4 – Global Issues and Making a Difference	Universal human rightsGlobal issuesMaking a difference
Derived from AQA handbook GCE Citizenship Studies Specification for A/S exams 2009 onwards and A2 exams from 2010 onwards available at www.aqa.org.uk/qual/gce/pdf/AQA-2100-W-SP-10.PDF (​http:​/​​/​www.aqa.org.uk​/​qual​/​gce​/​pdf​/​AQA-2100-W-SP-10.PDF​)

It is very clear that the sociological aspects of citizenship have been downplayed within the new curriculum.  As noted earlier, this appears to have been on the clear instruction from the QCA.  This can be seen on the QCA web pages on post-16 citizenship.  According to their web pages, as well as preparing students for active citizenship, it should do the following:
-	prepare young people for the challenges and opportunities of adult and working life 
-	teach them about rights and responsibilities 
-	help them to understand how society works 
-	equip them to play a full part in the democratic process 
-	increase their motivation for learning 
-	develop their confidence and self-esteem 
-	involve them in active learning about real issues and problems 
-	give young people the citizenship skills they need to work with others on issues that concern them.
(Developed from QCA website at www.qca.org.uk/qca_4855.aspx (​http:​/​​/​www.qca.org.uk​/​qca_4855.aspx​))

Where there is innovation within the new syllabus is in the active citizenship.  Much of this fits in with the Government’s plans to rejuvenate the levels of citizen participation and to combat the perceived democratic deficit (see Kisby, 2007).  The problem is: how do you teach such active citizenship?  Can it be taught?  Knowledge of the politico-legal structures (or, for that matter, the sociological aspects) alone does not necessarily lead to greater citizen participation.  Even the QCA website “Citizenship glossary” is somewhat vague.  It states:

Active citizenship
In an educational context, citizenship learning through participation in school- or community-based activities.  See also citizen and citizenship.

Under the national curriculum in England, pupils at key stages 3 and 4 engage in participative activities as part of their citizenship curriculum. Ways this might be done are given in the QCA schemes of work. Guidance is also available from organisations specialising in citizenship education.
Source: www.qca.org.uk/qca_4826.aspx (​http:​/​​/​www.qca.org.uk​/​qca_4826.aspx​)

Added to this (although it falls beyond the remit of this article) is the whole debate over what it means to be a “British” citizen (see Edwards (2001) or Citizenship Matters 2008 for some evaluation of this issue).  Thus, it would appear that there are grand ideas – which are to be commended, despite all of the criticisms – but that their application are far from straight forward.

How is citizenship taught?
Many organisations, such as the now defunct Politics Association, had been campaigning for the teaching of citizenship in schools, long before Citizenship was introduced into the national curriculum.  The Advisory Group on Citizenship, headed by Bernard Crick, published a report in 1998 (the Crick Report on Citizenship Education) entitled Education for Citizenship and the teaching of democracy in schools on behalf of the QCA.  In sum, the report advanced the idea that “citizenship education should encompass not only ‘political literacy’ but also ‘social and moral responsibility’ and ‘community involvement’” (Kisby, 2007, p.97).  Not only is this a rather narrow approach to the teaching of citizenship developed from attitudes formed in the 1960s, but it also overlooks how the subject should be taught.

Thus, there is the issue as to whether citizenship should be taught within a range of different subject areas (including history, politics, economics, sociology, geography, ethics, etc.) or as a subject in its own right.  For a very good summary of this debate and the historical perspectives on education, see Marsden (2001).  Ultimately, there is no “correct” answer.  Yet the debate over how citizenship should be taught is still overlooked.

The teaching of Citizenship up to Key Stage 4 (GCSE level) became statutory in England from September 2002, with the first cohort sitting their exams in June 2003.  England was the one of the last countries in Europe to introduce compulsory citizenship education (although it is still not compulsory across the rest of the UK).

There are numerous anecdotal stories of how citizenship is being taught across England.  These include P.E. teachers being given Citizenship classes when they have a spare period.  Sadly, there is more than a grain of truth in these tales.  In one school in the West Midlands where GCSE Citizenship was taught, the Citizenship co-ordinator was a science teacher, with little or no knowledge of Citizenship.  Even the rest of her teaching team had little social scientific experience in education.  The perception appears to be that Citizenship is taught because it has to be, rather than because there is a desire to teach it.  There is no ring-fenced budget for the teaching of the subject.  When Citizenship Matters 2006 was first published, an accompanying survey was included.  Although not a representative sample, the vast majority of schools who responded highlighted budgetary restrictions for not purchasing the product!  Additional money that may have gone to these schools to teach Citizenship appears to have been absorbed into the whole school budget, and reallocated according to whatever is on the priority list for the school.  No doubt supporters of the academic discipline of Citizenship will cite good practice in some schools where the citizenship budget has been spent on citizenship.  Such good practice is anything but uniform across the UK!

These anecdotal stories also mask the great work that is carried out in many schools, where the schools have encouraged the teaching of Citizenship, and invested in it.  A cursory glance of many school web pages see some degree of emphasis placed upon Citizenship.  Added to this, there are huge entries at A/S and GCSE level Citizenship exams for the various exam boards.

In the responses in Citizenship Matters 2008, all three interviewees concurred that citizenship did not necessarily have to be taught – although one respondent suggested that people ought to read Churchill’s History of the English Speaking Peoples.  The emphasis from all respondents was that citizenship had to be experiential, reinforced through education.  The two aspects went hand-in-hand.  The question still remains as to how it can be taught.

The Politics Pal blog asked a second question on Citizenship: should it be a degree subject? Responses to this question were confused, especially in relation to politics – where some respondents appeared to use the terms citizenship and politics as synonyms.  Built into the responses were general comments over whether or not Citizenship could be taught.  Almost all respondents (and as noted before, it is by no means a representative sample) stated that citizenship should not be taught beyond primary school, if at all!  Regardless of these opinions, the issue of how citizenship should be taught is still unaddressed.  Arguably, it is covered by the ‘active citizenship’ aspects that are being utilised in the new syllabus, where participating rather than merely studying is emphasised.  How this is to be done remains unclear.

As has already been noted, the AQA syllabus emphasises active citizenship (see Table 3).  Ideas within this are that students undertaking this assessment will be encouraged to participate in pressure group activity or some form of local campaign as an active citizen (see AQA handbook GCE Citizenship Studies specification for A/S exams 2009 onwards and A2 exams from 2010 onwards for precise details on active citizenship).  A record will be kept (by each student) of all of the different activities that they have undertaken.  This will be presented in some sort of portfolio for assessment purposes (the “Active Citizenship Profile”, as it is termed by AQA, will be brought into the Unit 2 examination to enable students to access the records of their activities in responding to examination questions).  While this sounds very laudable – and such activities are to be encouraged – problems remain over the selection of activities, not to mention the active participation, or even the veracity of the submitted portfolios.  Further, there are some centres that enter hundreds of students into A/S Citizenship.  How do centres with such large numbers present opportunities for active citizenship participation?

The idea appears to be that students will take the theoretical material taught in the various units of the syllabus and use it as a basis to evaluate the extent of their personal active citizen participation.  This is an innovative way in which to approach students’ education – drawing the theoretical and the practical together.  It was raised as a possible approach, although with some concerns, in the report by the Advisory Group on Citizenship in 1998 (Education for Citizenship and the teaching of democracy in schools).  The concerns were to do with the overburdening of both schools and teachers.  At the same time, it was suggested that ways around such concerns be explored as having the actual participation in community affairs, by the students, should be the ultimate aim of citizenship education.

In practice, there may be numerous complications linked to, for example, the groups or campaigns to which the students join, the extent to which these groups or campaigns are artificially engineered by the schools or colleges, or if the students bother to participate at all.  At this stage, there is no way of checking the “Active Citizenship Profiles” to evaluate their accuracy.  This will not be included in the assessment process.  Thus it could be possible for a student to fabricate all of their “active citizenship” and still pass their assessments.

The citizenship test
The current Labour Government has placed a great emphasis upon citizenship education.  This has not just been in schools, but has also been used to encourage immigrants to take up British citizenship.  Rather than taking it as a given, a Citizenship test has been introduced.  People who pass this test are then ‘awarded’ their citizenship.  The first of these awards (although the proposed test was not then operational) was a rather elaborate ceremony at Brent Town Hall in February 2004, which was attended by the Prince of Wales.  Nineteen new citizens all recited a specific pledge:
I will give my loyalty to the United Kingdom and respect its rights and freedoms.  I will uphold its democratic values.  I will observe its laws faithfully and fulfil my duties and obligations as a British citizen.

With the introduction of the test, there has been an argument that it is merely an adapted version of that which people in the United States have to sit in order to gain citizenship.  There is a requirement to demonstrate knowledge of British history, politics, the legal system, and society, as well as demonstrating a proficiency in the use of English.  The test is 45 minutes in length, with those sitting it having to answer 24 questions, with a pass mark of, according to the Border and Immigration Agency, “around 75%”.  Some cynical commentators have suggested that the vast majority of the UK population would probably fail the citizenship test.

The Border and Immigration Agency has established a dedicated web site to help people prepare for the “Life in the UK Test” as the citizenship test is formally known.  There is a specific handbook that the Border and Immigration Agency suggests applicants should purchase, entitled “Life in the United Kingdom: A Journey to Citizenship” (at time of writing, the second edition was considered to be the only official guide, priced at £9.99).  The table of contents provides interesting reading, highlighting the extent of knowledge that is required (see Table 4), although only chapters two through to six are part of the assessment.  There is also a Glossary of key terms.  It may well be that the cynics of this citizenship test were right – it is highly unlikely that the vast majority of the British population would have this sort of knowledge.

Table 4: Chapters of “Life in the United Kingdom: A Journey to Citizenship”
Chapter 1Chapter 2Chapter 3Chapter 4Chapter 5Chapter 6Chapter 7Chapter 8Chapter 9	The Making of the United KingdomA Changing SocietyUK Today: A ProfileHow the United Kingdom is GovernedEveryday NeedsEmploymentKnowing the LawSources of Help and InformationBuilding Better Communities
Adapted from www.tso.org.uk/bookshop/gempdf/Life_in_the_UK_Contents.pdf (​http:​/​​/​www.tso.org.uk​/​bookshop​/​gempdf​/​Life_in_the_UK_Contents.pdf​)

The hope is that people coming to live in the UK will be more able to integrate into the British way of life through having sat and passed the citizenship test.  Yet there must be a concern with regard to the numbers who would wish to take such a test in the first place.

There is a concern here that all that is being tested is knowledge of the UK.  The emphasis upon active citizenship, which is being placed upon schools, is nowhere to be seen in the citizenship test.  Admittedly in the schools, the emphasis is very much upon inculcating the idea of good citizenship into students.  Those immigrants who undertake the citizenship test are being tested on their knowledge and understanding of the UK to enable them to participate fully in UK everyday life.  Merely by sitting the test they could be seen as being good and active citizens.

Conclusion
Citizenship, as an academic subject, is important.  Whether it should be taught as a subject within its own right or as parts of other academic disciplines is a moot point.  The problem is really over how, rather than within which academic discipline, the subject should be taught.  While it is straight forward enough to examine the academic discipline (or disciplines), this only gives the theoretical perspective.  The current government wishes to have active citizenship taught in schools and colleges.  Arguably, this appears to be part of another agenda – possibly linked to anti-social behaviour.  Even if this is the case, it does attempt to instil a modicum of citizenship knowledge.  Crick, however, envisaged education for citizenship as a vehicle for creating an informed “scepticism of the state” (Crick, 2002, p. 503).  Crick’s vision of citizenship education and the government’s apparent desire for active citizenship do not appear wholly compatible.

Yet the emphasis is on active citizenship and good citizenship.  While the latter can be explained in class, the actual ‘doing’ of good citizenship remains a problem.  Can such things be taught?  How can they be assessed?

The exam board AQA has come up with a novel idea to apply the QCA’s demand for Active Citizenship Participation, with students keeping a record of their ‘good deeds’ as active citizenships.  This portfolio is then used as a guide for their assessments, where they link the theoretical aspects to the experiences.  Problems remain over these experiences.  From where do the students get these experiences?  What input will the schools and colleges have over what is considered acceptable?  Will risk assessments have to be carried out prior to any active citizen participation?  The list of unaddressed – and often unanswerable – questions appears to go on and on.

None of this applies to anyone coming into the UK who wishes to take up British citizenship.  All that has to be done is pass a test which is based upon a single text.  No experiential aspects required.  Knowledge, communicated in English (or Gaelic or Welsh) is all that is needed.
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